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QUESTION 1

Your application is using an Object Storage bucket named app-data in the namespace vision, to store both persistent
and temporary data. Every week all the temporary data should be deleted to limit the storage consumption. 

Currently you need to navigate to the Object Storage page using the web console, select the appropriate bucket to view
all the objects and delete the temporary ones. 

To simplify the task you have configured the application to save all the temporary data with /temp prefix. You have also
decided to use the Command Line Interface (CLI) to perform this operation. 

What is the command you should use to speed up the data cleanup? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci os object delete –ns vision –bn app–data ––prefix /temp 

B. oci os object bulk-delete –ns vision –bn app–data ––prefix /temp ––force 

C. oci objectstorage bulk–delete –ns vision –bn app–data ––prefix /temp ––force 

D. oci os object delete app-data in vision where prefix = /temp 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The boot volume on your Oracle Linux instance has run out of space. Your application has crashed due to a lack of
swap space, forcing you to increase the size of the boot volume. 

Which step should NOT be included in the process used to solve the issue? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Reattach the boot volume and restart the instance. 

B. Attach the resized boot volume to a second instance as a data volume; extend the partition and grow the file system
in the resized boot volume. 

C. Stop the instance and detach the boot volume. 

D. Resize the boot volume by specifying a larger value than the boot volume\\'s current size. 

E. Create a RAID 0 configuration to extend the boot volume file system onto another block volume. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You have recently been asked to take over management of your company\\'s infrastructure provisioning efforts, utilizing
Terraform v0.12 to provision and manage infrastructure resources in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). For the past few
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days the development environments have been failing to provision. Terraform returns the following error: You locate the
related code block in the Terraform config and find the following: 

Which correction should you make to solve this issue? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Place a command at the end of line 16 

B. Modify line 15 to be the following: tcp_options = {min = “22”, max = “22”) 

C. Modify line 15 to be the following: tcp_options { min = “22” max = “22” } 

D. Replace the curly braces ‘{ }’ in lines 11 and 16 with square braces ‘[ ]’ 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You launched a Linux compute instance to host the new version of your company website via Apache Httpd server on
HTTPS (port 443). The instance is created in a public subnet along with other instances. The default security list
associated to the subnet is: 

You want to allow access to the company website from public internet without exposing websites eventually hosted on
the other instances in the public subnet. 

Which action would you take to accomplish the task? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a network security group, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the public
subnet that hosts the company website. 

B. In default security list, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443. 
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C. Create a new security list with a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the public
subnet. 

D. Create a network security group, add a stateful rule to allow ingress access on port 443 and associate it to the
instance that hosts the company website. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been asked to update the lifecycle policy for object storage using the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
Command Line Interface (CLI). 

Which command can successfully update the policy? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci os object-lifecycle-policy delete –ns –bn  

B. oci os object-lifecycle-policy put –ns –bn  

C. oci os object-lifecycle-policy put –ns –bn – –items  

D. oci os object-lifecycle-policy get –ns –bn  

Correct Answer: C 
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